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The trade pact's implementation would boost Africa's goods exports by $10bn, the Cairo-based lender said in its assessment report. "It's aspirational in nature and while there are still a lot of red tape to be navigated before the plan to restructure Africa's trade in your country is going to take shape, the ease and the cost of doing business will be reduced," said Tidjane Thiam, the bank's chief executive.

"In each of our countries, there are obstacles to doing business," he said. "In Nigeria, for instance, our mission of hitting target achieves a 90% conversion rate for paying utilities, while Panader, formerly minister of agriculture, took over from Sisulu as minister of international relations.

African National Congress, Finance Minister Mboweni, a former journalist, kept his position, despite opposition from the ANC's powerful trade union allies that object to his balancing act. "Malala doesn't have the authority to move away from mainly exporting commodities to build manufacturing complexes," Ramaphosa said.

"Opening up a market for the people of Africa, where they can freely come and do commerce and trade in your country in a free trade zone without restrictions, is a condition precedent for the countries of the continent," Thiam said.
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China gears up to weaponise rare earth dominance in trade war

Gasoline, TVs, cars: the surprising things rare earths help make

By Justin Vasquez | Bloomberg

China is the world’s biggest consumer of rare earths, which are essential for industries from consumer electronics to defense. The world’s rare-earth market has long been dominated by China, which controls much of the supply chain of these minerals. With tensions rising between China and the US, the question of who controls the rare-earth market has become more pressing than ever. In this Q&A, we explore the role of rare earths in various industries, the implications of China’s dominance and the potential for a rare-earth strategy to be weaponised in a trade war.

What are rare earths and who controls them?

Rare earths are a group of 17 elements that are used in a wide range of industries, from consumer electronics to defense. China is the world’s biggest consumer and producer of rare earths, with 80% of the world’s output coming from China. This has led to concerns about China’s dominance over the market and the potential for a rare-earth strategy to be weaponised in a trade war.

Who controls them?

China is the dominant producer of rare earths, with 80% of the world’s output coming from China. This has led to concerns about China’s dominance over the market and the potential for a rare-earth strategy to be weaponised in a trade war.

What makes rare earths valuable?

Rare earths are valuable because they have unique properties that make them essential for a wide range of industries. They are used in consumer electronics, defense, energy production, and a host of other applications. Their value lies in their ability to be used in a variety of ways, from magnets to batteries.

The strategic importance of rare earths

The strategic importance of rare earths is multifaceted. They are used in a wide range of industries and technologies, from consumer electronics to defense. China’s dominance over the rare-earth market has raised concerns about the reliability of the supply chain and the potential for a rare-earth strategy to be weaponised in a trade war.

China’s rare-earth market is dominated by a handful of producers, including China North Rare Earth Group, Rare Earth Co., Northern Rare Earth Group, and Minmetals Rare Earth. This concentration of power has led to concerns about the reliability of the supply chain and the potential for a rare-earth strategy to be weaponised in a trade war.

Are rare earths the new oil?

Some experts have likened rare earths to oil, seeing them as a critical resource for the future. However, while rare earths are essential for many industries, they are not a source of energy like oil. They are used in a variety of ways, from magnets to batteries, and their value lies in their ability to be used in a variety of ways.

What’s the message from China?

China has been a vocal advocate for the strategic importance of rare earths and has been active in promoting the development of rare-earth industries. The country has been investing heavily in rare-earth research and development, and has been working to increase domestic production.

What’s the message from the US?

The US has been concerned about China’s dominance over the rare-earth market and has been active in promoting the development of rare-earth industries. The country has been investing heavily in rare-earth research and development, and has been working to increase domestic production.

What’s the message from other countries?

Other countries have also been active in promoting the development of rare-earth industries. They have been investing heavily in rare-earth research and development, and have been working to increase domestic production.

What’s the message from the consumers?

Consumers are concerned about the reliability of the supply chain and the potential for a rare-earth strategy to be weaponised in a trade war. They are interested in knowing who controls the rare-earth market and what the implications of China’s dominance might be for the future of rare earths.

What’s the message from the experts?

Experts are concerned about the reliability of the supply chain and the potential for a rare-earth strategy to be weaponised in a trade war. They are interested in knowing who controls the rare-earth market and what the implications of China’s dominance might be for the future of rare earths.

What’s the message from the companies?

Companies are concerned about the reliability of the supply chain and the potential for a rare-earth strategy to be weaponised in a trade war. They are interested in knowing who controls the rare-earth market and what the implications of China’s dominance might be for the future of rare earths.

What’s the message from the investors?

Investors are concerned about the reliability of the supply chain and the potential for a rare-earth strategy to be weaponised in a trade war. They are interested in knowing who controls the rare-earth market and what the implications of China’s dominance might be for the future of rare earths.

What’s the message from the governments?

Governments are concerned about the reliability of the supply chain and the potential for a rare-earth strategy to be weaponised in a trade war. They are interested in knowing who controls the rare-earth market and what the implications of China’s dominance might be for the future of rare earths.

What’s the message from the media?

Media coverage of rare earths and the rare-earth market has been widespread, with many articles discussing the strategic importance of rare earths and the implications of China’s dominance over the market.
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US President Donald Trump, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, Trump’s national security advisor John Bolton and Chinese President Xi Jinping at a working dinner on the sidelines of the G20 Leaders Summit in Buenos Aires, December 2018. (Reuters)

China pulls punches with Trump to defend a path for trade talks

By Shu-Kai Li

**China's business lobby urges sales tax hike to proceed as planned**

Japanese business leaders have urged the government to proceed with a planned sales tax hike in October to avoid the risk of slowing long-term economic growth, as the country struggles to achieve fiscal reform in the months left before October, it's the scale of a Lehman shock, so I insist even now but I don’t think they will stick to it. It’s a rush job, and it’s the kind of situation that has been commonplace in Japan. It’s not a business-friendly environment for Japan to thrive in.

The Ministry of Finance is struggling with how to proceed with the sales tax hike, as the country’s fiscal situation is desperate. The government plans to raise the sales tax from 8% to 10% in October, which will then be followed by further hikes in the future. This is a move that the business community has long been waiting for, as it will help to improve the country’s fiscal situation and ease the burden on the economy.

However, business leaders are worried that the sales tax hike could lead to higher prices for consumers, which could harm the country’s economic recovery. They are urging the government to proceed with the sales tax hike, as it will help to improve the country’s fiscal situation and ease the burden on the economy.

The sales tax hike is a key component of the government’s fiscal reform program, which aims to improve the country’s fiscal situation and ease the burden on the economy. The government plans to use the revenue generated from the sales tax hike to fund social security and public investment projects.
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Renault’s Senard charms Nissan, now turns to integration plan

Bloomberg

Yesterday, Senard painted a picture of a Renault-Nissan grand alliance making and selling cars across the globe, keeping people employed and churning out profits. Asked whether the joining of two European automakers would result in significant job losses, he said: “That’s not our thinking at all.”...
Indian equities vault back amid high Modii optimism

India’s equities closed at a record new high for a fourth day on Thursday, as Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s government is expected to announce a cut in corporate taxes next week, according to reports. The rupee also firmed up against the dollar. The sensex rose 153.01 points or 0.4% to close at 39,831.97.

Asian markets slump over slowdown fears

Emerging market stocks saw some relief on Thursday after two days of sharp losses, recovering from last Wednesday’s slide to a four-month low, but oil prices also rose, putting pressure on equities as the US-China trade war looms. Emerging markets stocks saw a slight rally on Thursday, as US-China trade tensions eased, but oil prices also rose, putting pressure on equities as the US-China trade war looms. Some emerging-market currencies also gained, with the Turkish lira gaining 2% to a three-week high on hopes China could soon reduce tariffs. The Indian rupee and the Indonesian rupiah also rose, helped by some recent unwinding of the US-China trade war.

Sri Lanka to raise up to $1.5bn in bonds to repay debt

Sri Lanka is planning to raise up to $1.5 billion in euro-currency bonds, tapping global capital markets for the second time within a month as the government moves to restructure its foreign debt.

Defying rate-cut expectations, dollar gains for fourth month

Defying expectations, US dollar continued to rise against its peers. The dollar was up 0.3% against the yen to 109.61, about 0.5% above the 109.02 level at the previous close. It also edged up 0.1% against the euro to $1.1241, but was down 0.3% against the yen.

Pakistan approves Rs20bn fund to support stock market

Pakistan’s government has approved a Rs20 billion fund to support the stock market, which has been in a bearish phase for the past two years, with its benchmark S&P BSE Sensex falling below almost all of its all-time high levels.

Easter SundaySafe-haven purchases see US dollar rise

The strength in the dollar is partly due to safe-haven purchases as geopolitical tensions weigh on market participants’ sentiment. The US dollar has risen against most other major currencies and has outperformed the euro and the Japanese yen.

Defying expectations, dollar rises against yen

The dollar edged towards a three-month high against the yen on Thursday, as the US bond market remained calm after minutes of the Federal Reserve showed the central bank may consider formally reducing its purchases of US Treasuries.

Growing concern over economic terrorism

Growing concern over economic terrorism in the region has led to a boycott of Chinese telecom giant Huawei, according to the government of Pakistan.

Risk appetite was low despite US-China trade war
ease tensions between Ankara and Athens

Another threat to global growth is the US-China trade war, which has been driving up避险 demand for US Treasuries. The US dollar has risen against most other major currencies and has outperformed the euro and the Japanese yen.
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Tо be sure, as rough as it’s been, equities haven’t been in the same month, according to data compiled by Twitter via Sentiment140 and Bloomberg.

“The bull market is a very good place for equity investors,” said Karl Thoemmes, chief investment officer at Morgan Asset Management, which manages about $240 billion. “The market is doing very well and we are not concerned about the long-term.”

The bull market has to end, as much as it’s been, equities haven’t fallen apart. Here, in a point of debate, Thoemmes voiced the concern that the bull market has been driven by a few stocks, particularly科技., and that it could be due to a lack of diversification.

Whatever it is – the fourth quarter moneymo., when $500bn of the S&P 500’s $4 trillion in market cap is due to roll over – has continued to move away. A measure of the S&P 500’s hedge funds are up at the end of the year. When hedge funds are up, this puts the market in a negative bias.

Add to this the impossibility of the outperformance of a stock index being pushed up by a few names, and it’s easier to understand the reluctance to commit.

“In one world, these China and US trade tense- ment, the global economy does better, they do very well. The other world is much more dismal,” said Thoemmes, a global market strategist at Morgan Asset Management, said on Bloomberg Television. “It’s very hard to take any high conviction views one way or another when you have such dependence on the two views and the need for such a level of uncertainty over which path will ultimately play out.”

The bull market has to end, as much as it’s been, equities haven’t fallen apart. A study by Bank of America Corp. on market peaks since 1975 shows that being incorporated in the last year of an advance means losing 10% of the rally’s total return. But, Thoemmes said, anyone who believes that the bull market has to end is not only being wrong but also is ignoring the all the signs that point to the market continuing.

One scenario has been to try to ignore the pain. What little longs have gone to EEs have been dominated by a few stocks that have soared. Security, low-volatility EEs took in more than EEs in the first quarter, more than any other category. Investors haveematics that focus on quality companies and solid balance sheets that are supposed to perform better in downturns and also are safer. In the exit of L. But that sikness not to fund-raise EEs, which have added more than $20bn this year.

“The money is sitting in bonds, the money is available,” said John L. But that sikness not to fund-raise EEs, which have added more than $20bn this year.

“The money is sitting in bonds, the money is available,” said John L. But that sikness not to fund-raise EEs, which have added more than $20bn this year.

This year’s stock market got hard for anyone to figure out.
Traders work at the Freestock Stock Exchange. The DAX 30 ended 0.5% higher at 13,171.17 points.

European and US stock markets recover despite trade war rhetoric

European and US stock markets recovered slightly yesterday, despite/being outshone by its rhetoric against Washington as the US-China trade war rumbles on. London's FTSE 100 closed 0.6% up at 7,373.04 points, Europe's STOXX 50 ended 0.1% higher at 3,004.35 points, Paris' CAC 40 finished higher as the downward revision of US GDP growth in the first quarter, from 3.1% to 1.3%, was better than expected.

Briefing.com analyst Patrick O'Hare said that nothing had improved on the US-China trade front to foster a positive bias. "Today saw a return of the short-termism that is, buying/down, predominantly by a sense that the stock market seems primed to bounce from a short-term overall pullback," he said.

Global stock markets had largely stagnated on Wednesday after the latest salvo in a months-long row that has seen Washington and Beijing trade retaliatory tariffs on imports, with US President Donald Trump opting for more tariffs on Chinese goods.

Any move by China, which produces 40% of the world's iron ore, to restrict exports to the US would have a devastating impact on manufacturers of everything from smartphones to television sets.

In the Asian stocks trading yesterday, Tokyo and Hong Kong ended 0.1% lower, while Shanghai dropped 0.46%.

In bond markets, a push towards globalization and China.
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ECB seen offering generous loans to banks to boost feelie growth

The European Central Bank will offer more risk-free bank deposits to the most creditworthy lenders before July 1, but want to see nothing to other institutions and said the decision is "an extraordinary precaution". Responding to reports by Reuters and Financial Times, the ECB said it wants the major eurozone banks to make use of the new instrument to "avoid a sudden shift in wider financial conditions", adding: "The new measure is true an extraordinary precaution to be applied against unspecified economic weaknesses. A quickly planned and limited action to buy back sensitive deposits from the banks through a new instrument serves a dual purpose: it helps to prevent the credit crunch and it addresses the economic weaknesses."

HSBC plans hundreds of investment bank job cuts in cost push

HSBC is planning hundreds of job cuts across its investment bank in the latest stage of its "Project Oak" revamp. The bank has been working on the plan which would reduce the division’s workforce of 48,500 by about four years to wind it down, people said. The unit known as GBM houses the bank’s corporate finance and trading operations, employing about 24,000 people globally. Project Oak's job reductions should help the company’s goal of cutting up to 30 percent of the workforce. The job reductions are expected to begin at the unit as soon as mid-June and will take place over the year, sources said. They are part of wider job reductions across the lender, and mark the latest stage of HSBC’s "Project Oak" revamp.

Deutsche Bank reviews capital raising as option to fund overhaul

Deutsche Bank’s low stock price, weighted assets being removed from the trading business, resulting in losses for the unit over that period. The bank has been working on the plan which would reduce the division’s workforce of 48,500 by about four years to wind it down, people said. The unit known as GBM houses the bank’s corporate finance and trading operations, employing about 24,000 people globally. Project Oak's job reductions should help the company’s goal of cutting up to 30 percent of the workforce. The job reductions are expected to begin at the unit as soon as mid-June and will take place over the year, sources said. They are part of wider job reductions across the lender, and mark the latest stage of HSBC’s "Project Oak" revamp.

Telecom giant EE launches Britain’s first 5G services

British mobile phone operator EE has launched its 5G service in the country’s first high-speed 5G networks, offering consumers phones from four major Chinese vendors. HSBC said in a statement. "In the face of the growing demand for trading space, the deadline for the top line growing in the first quarter as well as the investment bank’s contribution to the bank’s overall loss took the bank to wind the unit down at the end of the first half-year. The W all Street Journal previously reported on plans to close the GBM division after the bank’s annual general meeting on Thursday. The bank has been working on the plan which would reduce the division’s workforce of 48,500 by about four years to wind it down, people said. The unit known as GBM houses the bank’s corporate finance and trading operations, employing about 24,000 people globally. Project Oak's job reductions should help the company’s goal of cutting up to 30 percent of the workforce.
Global Payments Inc.

The acquisition of Total System Services would create the world's biggest merchant acquirer, helping T-Mobile with card payments. While King & Spalding is advising Global Payments, Morgan Stanley is helping Tottal System. The combined company said it would be in cash flow. We are going to be in growth and not be over-burdened with debt. This is helping T-Mobile with card payments. While King & Spalding is advising Global Payments, Morgan Stanley is helping Total System. The combined company said it would be in cash flow. We are going to be in growth and not be over-burdened with debt.

First American may have exposed millions of "private records"

First American Financial Corp., one of the largest US title insurers, may have allowed unauthorized access to its customers' records, according to a report in The Wall Street Journal.

The Wall Street Journal reported that the company had allowed access to its customers' records, including their social security numbers, dates of birth, and names, without the customers' consent. This is a violation of federal and state laws that protect consumer privacy.

The company has not yet responded to the report, but it is expected to issue a statement soon. The Wall Street Journal reported that the company had allowed access to its customers' records, including their social security numbers, dates of birth, and names, without the customers' consent. This is a violation of federal and state laws that protect consumer privacy.

The company has not yet responded to the report, but it is expected to issue a statement soon.

First American Financial Corp., one of the largest US title insurers, may have allowed unauthorized access to its customers' records, according to a report in The Wall Street Journal.

The Wall Street Journal reported that the company had allowed access to its customers' records, including their social security numbers, dates of birth, and names, without the customers' consent. This is a violation of federal and state laws that protect consumer privacy.
US inflation much softer in Q1 puts spotlight on Fed

First-quarter GDP growth slipped to 1.8% from 3.2% in the fourth quarter, as exports fell 4.2% and the personal consumption expenditure (PCE) price index rose 1.6%, the Commerce Department reported yesterday. The 1.6% increase was the fourth straight quarter of acceleration, and economists said the weak showing this time around was likely to cause the Federal Reserve to cut rates sooner than expected.

The Commerce Department reported that the PCE price index, which is the Fed’s preferred inflation measure, was previously revised up to 1.5% in the fourth quarter. The increase last quarter was the largest in 15 years, which some economists said could encourage the Fed to start cutting rates immediately.

The Fed early this month kept rates unchanged and signalled little willingness to act anytime soon. "Inflation is still well below the Fed’s 2% target," said Paul Ashworth, an economist at Capital Economics in New York.

Economists said the sharp downturn in consumers spending was puzzling given the low unemployment rate and the recent surge in consumer confidence. "It’s a bit of a mystery why consumption spending was so weak last quarter," said Ashworth. "There are a number of potential explanations, including weather, but it’s a bit surprising given the strong labour market and solid income gains."